Canonbury Home Learning
Year 2/3 Maths
Steppingstone activity
Lesson 3 – 17.06.2020
LO: To compare mass (ordering weights)
Success Criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Read the information and look at the pictures, about comparing mass
Complete the sentences
Order the objects from heaviest to lightest
Find your own objects from around the house and use Lego/building blocks to weigh them and order them from lightest to heaviest

1. How do we compare the mass of objects?
When comparing the mass of objects, we use these words:
- heavier and heaviest
- lighter and lightest
Top tip:
Remember an object can be heavier than something else,
even if it looks smaller.
The mass of two objects might be equal to each other, too.
Here are some examples:
The pencil is lighter than the shoe.
This is the same as writing:
The pencil < the shoe.

2.

3.

The ball is heavier than the flower.
This is the same as writing:
The ball is > the flower.
The apple is equal to the ball.
This is the same as writing:
The apple is = to the ball.

4. Using cubes (or Lego/building blocks/something you have a
few pieces of around the house), find the mass of 4 objects.
Order them from lightest to heaviest.

Canonbury Home Learning
Year 2/3 Maths
Lesson 3 – 17.06.2020
LO: To measure mass (kg/g)
Task:

You are going to be reading kg on scales in 2, 5 and 10s and/or mixed weights of kg and g
Success Criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
Model:

Watch the video about reading different scales https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zk8jxnb - remember the scales can go up in different amounts!
Read the reminder about first identifying the amount by which the scales go up in
Task 1: Read the scales (going up in either 2s, 5s or 10s) and write the weights (kg). Then, draw arrows on the scales to show the weight written
Task 2: Read the scales (going up in 50, 100, or 500gs) and write the weights (kg and g). Then, draw arrows on the scales to show the weight written

3.

1.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/
clips/zk8jxnb

2. Please remember:
When reading scales it is very
important to look at them first and
work out the amount that they are
going up by… If the scale is going up in
2s but you are reading it as 1s, it will
be hard to get the correct answer!

4.

Canonbury Home Learning
Year 2/3 Maths
Main activity
Task 1

Task 2

Practice
What weight do the scales show?
1.
2.

Practice
What weight do the scales show?
1.
2.

3.

4.

3.

4.

5.

6.

5.

6.

Add arrows to the scales to show:
7.
8.
11 kg
65 kg

Add arrows to the scales to show:
7. 2kg and 200g
8. 3kg and 500g

9.

9.

90 kg

10.

55 kg

4kg and 500g

10.

1kg and 50g

Canonbury Home Learning
Task 3

Reasoning
Explain your answers.

Task 4

Problem solving

Canonbury Home Learning
Challenge

